**INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS**

**PUSH/PULL SETS 150 THRU 167**

"B", "D" AND "V" TYPES

---

**TYPE 'B' ASSEMBLY**

GlASS, WOOD OR METAL DOOR
(GASKETS & PLASTIC GROMMETS
FOR GLASS DOOR APPLICATIONS)

1. Screw finer threaded end of spanner stud through gasket and into hole of top pull leg 2-4 turns.
2. Position the pull so that the installed stud goes through the 7/16" hole with plastic grommet installed. This hole was previously drilled to specified centers (CTC) in door face or stile.
3. Thread spanner collar with gasket onto protruding spanner stud.
4. Insert stud with spanner cap and gasket through door, with plastic grommet inserted, then through gasket and into threaded hole in bottom pull leg.
5. Fasten door hinge end of push bar to door by inserting stud with spanner cap through gasket and door, with plastic grommet inserted, then through gasket and threaded hole in push bar.
6. Fasten other end of push bar onto spanner stud by using the spanner wrench to turn the spanner collar in a clockwise direction.
7. Tighten all hardware so push / pull set is securely fastened to door.

---

**TYPE 'D' ASSEMBLY**

WOOD OR METAL DOOR
(THRU BOLTS & FINISH WASHERS)

1. Screw finer threaded end of spanner stud into hole of top pull leg 2-4 turns.
2. Position the pull so that the installed stud goes through the 7/16" hole previously drilled to specified centers (CTC) in door face or stile.
3. Thread spanner collar onto protruding spanner stud.
4. Insert thru bolt with finish washer through door and into threaded hole in bottom pull leg.
5. Fasten door hinge end of push bar to door by inserting thru bolt with finish washer through door and into threaded hole in push bar.
6. Thread other end of push bar onto spanner stud by using the spanner wrench to turn the spanner collar in a clockwise direction.
7. Tighten all hardware so push / pull set is securely fastened to door.

---

**NOTE: DO NOT FULLY TIGHTEN HARDWARE UNTIL SET IS COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED ON THE DOOR.**